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Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by January 6, 2001
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Ken Richardson gives an update on the 2001 Learning Experience, in association with Textron, as well as dates for regional training courses
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Deal me in, David McNry, of Scottish Grass Machinery, explains just what a dealer can offer to you, the customer
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As I see it...
BIGGA Chairman, Elliott Small, passes on his thought to those suffering in the floods, takes in the Northern Ireland Education Conference and the final of the Toro Awards

The 2000 Toro Awards
The final judging of the Toro Award for Excellence in Greenkeeping and the Toro Student of the Year Award uncovered two wonderful winners in lain Ritchie and Jonathan Cielad.
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Neil Thomas reports on the selection of the ten delegates who will represent the Association on the Bernard-sponsored trip to the CCSA Conference and Show in Vancouver, Canada, next year
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Roland Taylor looks at a few ways to generate extra cash
21 2001: A Greenkeeping Odyssey
Would you believe Harrogate is just around the corner again? The opportunities to inform and enjoy yourself are already in place for what should be a tremendous occasion